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Critical Thinking in Technical Communication 
Masao KANAOKA 
Abstract-Critical thinking， simply put thinking about thinking， plays a vital role in strategic 
communication processes. Mostly studied in psychology， this metacognitive act has proven its 
effectiveness in problem-finding/solving processes. In the U.S.， various pedagogues aimed at 
nurturing students' critical thinking skills have been developed and tested in the classroom. 
Under the inundated info.-driven society， today's professional writers have increasingly been 
urged to earn solid hands-on skills on information handling aimed at well-informedlexplained 
technical documents. In fact， experienced professional writers as good problem solvers 
undertake critical thinking processes to facilitate their complicated writing tasks. Mindful of 
this， this paper describes the basic role and application of critical for a document-designing 
process. It also suggests the substantial role of writing to boost critical thinking abilities. 
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Critical Thinking-for what 
One of the solid reasons for acquiring critical thinking skills goes to the establishment 
of autonomous learning (King， 1995). Good thinking backed by insightful thoughts can 
generate good questioning， and vice versa. Repeating such a recursive process would lead to 
the development of autonomous learning， the final destination of the inquiring mind.“Isidor 
Rabi， the 1944 Nobel Prize winner in physics， told the story of how he learned to be a 
questioner as a very young boy. When he returned home from school each day， his mother， 
instead of asking him what he had learned in school that day (as most other mother did)， 
asked him what good questions he had asked that day. According to Rabi， this daily greeting 
from his mother had a profound influence on the development of his inquring mind" (King， 
p.13). 
Higher education-the gateway of the real workplace-requires substantial 
professional skills and knowledge. The role of higher education is not only to provide 
practical hands-on techniques and knowledge， but it also needs to foster intel1ectually 
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challenging activities， such as problem finding/solving activities. To this end， critical thinking 
is highly used for our intellectual maturi旬・
The goal of critical thinking in higher education， asGlen (1995) suggests， isanchored 
in true autonomy in our complex society (see: Fig. 1). This suggests that self-motivation and 
creativity-aimed critical thinking needs to be explored by each student. Meanwhile， 
Academics in higher education， including technical writing instructors， need to develop a new 
type of pedagogy in critical thinking so the students can appreciate critical knowledge as the 
comerstone of their "intellectual maturity" (Glen， p.170). Higher education usually puts a 
student on the front line of cu汀entsocial discourse in a given discipline. Therefore， more 
practical and realistic educational settings-mindful of ever-changing social and political 
circumstances -will be necessaηin the classroom. 
[Fig 1. Developing Intel似 ualMaturity in Higher Ed∞ation] 
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In the advanced info-tech. society， enhanced critical knowledge-the power of 
identifying problems， analyzing problems， generating ideas， and making good decisions in the 
daily blizzard of information一hasincreasingly been in demand for insightful human 
interactions. As shown in Fig. 2， critical knowledge (creativity， self-motivation， well-
reasoned argument for good ideas， and insightful judgment) plays a central role in critical 
thinking. 
[Fig 2. Elements of Critial Knowl凶ge]
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Components of Critical Thinking 
Critical thinking is a cognitive recursive process through which students will find 
problems， make inferences and reach conclusions. lt is a goal-directed metacognitive process 
aimed at problem solving and decision making. "Metacognition is the awareness， monitoring， 
and control of one's cognitive processes" (King， 1995， p.16). Underwood and Wald (1995) 
state that critical thinking is interdependent with knowledge and skil. In 1956， Bloom 
classified critical thinking into six categories: knowledge， comprehension， application， 
analysis， synthesis， and evaluation (Halonen 1995). Currently critical thinking has been 
maximized with two m司orcomponents-cognitive skils and metacognitvie skills for 
successful actions. According to Hanley (1995)， cognitive skils perform strategies to encode， 
transform， organize， integrate， categorize， store， and retrieve information (Fig. 3)， while 
metacognitive skills refer to the strategies to monitor and control one's own state of 
knowledge. To be sure， metacognitive skils enhance people's awareness of what to think and 
how to think in a progressive manner. 
[Fig 3. Recursive Cognitive Process] 
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Kuhar (1998)， meanwhile， suggests another two components called "identifying 
(assumptions) and challenging assumptions" (p. 80). Such definition proves more functional 
in the occupational setting. ln technical writing， writers at first need to acknowledge the 
importance of audience awareness. If they fail to identify the audience， their writing usually 
ends up with about what and no to whom. This applies to most business and technical 
documents. Writers at the workplace， for instance， take deliberate approaches in audience 
analysis (individual-to-group level， needs， current problems， possible adverse effects， etc.) 
while working on informationldata collection and comparison with the past records. In doing 
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so， they find problems (in the past， the cu汀ent，and prospective in the near future)， develop 
practical assumptions and finally make well-assured decisions to attain the business goal (Fig. 
4). Critical thinking plays a significant role throughout such a metacognitive process. 
[Fig 4. Critical Thinking Process in TechniωI Writing] 
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Writing is an excellent tool for boosting critical thinking skills-it allows time for 
reflection and a careful consideration of the reasons for taking a position， or making an 
assertion. In addition， unlike oral expression， itpromotes self-reflection and broad-sighted 
perspectives (Pennebaker， Czajka， Cropanzana， & Richards， 1990). Although words cannot 
easily be taken back， corrected or reconsidered in debate or discussion， writing allows time 
for thorough consideration of reasons for making an assertion and judgment. This indicates 
that critical thinking is not an outcome， but a process itself -there never exists the 
same/similar model for critical thinking. Because of this， writing pedagogies need to be 
carefully designed to emphasize explaining and modeling the thinking strategies. 
In writing assignments， for instance， the following criteria could be involved to 
empower the writers' critical depositions in documentation: (a) examine evidence (b) avoid 
personal and emotional reasoning (c) avoid oversimplification. 
In examining evidence， students need to acknowledge that various (strong or weak) 
ideas/opinions exist according to the validity of evidence. They substantially appreciate the 
difference between evidence and speculation. An approach is to ask students to rely on 
various printlon-line materials or audiovisuals to cite evidence. They can understand that fact-
based reasons， not emotionally-tainted opinions or speculation， will make their opinions more 
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argumentative and something decisive. To avoid oversimplification， orovergeneralizing from 
limited data~ the solution is to ask students about competence gap in work performance. For 
instance， the distinctive points between high由tech.accustomed writers and vise versa， or 
between experienced writers and novice ones working on the same prl吋ect，might be helpful. 
Summary 
The mission of higher professional education is to nurture intellectual maturity in both 
practical matters and metaconitive aspects. Its final goal is to realize each student's true 
autonomy armed with self-motivation and creativity-based critical thinking processes. Critical 
thinking-defined mostly as the intentional application of rational， higher order thinking 
skils， such as analysis， synthesis， problem recognition and problem solving， inference， and 
evaluation (Angelo， 1995)-will be more and more required to tackle far-reaching complex 
problems under the current info-tech.-driven society. In this sense， further development of 
writing pedagogy is highly expected. Writing-an excellent useful tool for the creation of self 
autonomy -needs to be coordinated with critical thinking in an effective way. 
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